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THE ISSN INTERNATIONAL CENTRE COMPLETES

PILOT PROJECT TO ESTABLISH A CENTRALIZED

WORKFLOW FOR ASSIGNING ISSN TO SPRINGER

NATURE’S SERIAL PUBLICATIONS

The ISSN International Centre, with academic publisher Springer Nature, has just completed

constructing a new, centralized process for the assignment of International Standard Serial Numbers

(ISSN) to periodicals and books series published by Springer Nature and its brands which include

Springer, Nature Portfolio, BMC, Palgrave Macmillan and Scientific American. It involves the automated

ISSN assignment to pre-publications through transfer of metadata from Springer Nature to the ISSN

International Centre which dispatches the metadata to ISSN National Centres, e.g. ISSN Germany, ISSN

Singapore, ISSN Switzerland, ISSN UK and ISSN USA. 

The completion of the pilot offers both the ISSN Network and the publisher enhanced workflow

benefits. 

Springer Nature has one point of contact for all new ISSN assignments and can use a unique and

internationally recognized standard identifier to track serial publications in its internal production

system and in transactions with business partners. 

The ISSN International Centre can quickly populate and update the ISSN Portal in an earlier publishing

stage while significantly improving the overall identification of journals and books series. 1,309 Springer

Nature new titles were identified in 2020 compared to 457 in 2010 and 593 in 2015. ISSN National

Centres greatly contribute by updating the description when the publication is eventually issued. The

2020 ISSN International Centre Activity Report provides the complete description of the workflow

including statistics. 

 



About the ISSN International Centre – (www.issn.org)

The ISSN International Centre is an intergovernmental organization located in Paris which manages

the identification and the description of serial publications and ongoing resources, print and online, in

all disciplines and at the international level. In 2021, the ISSN Network comprises 93 member countries

and ISSN Centres whose activities are coordinated by the ISSN International Centre. The latter is also

responsible for maintaining and publishing the ISSN Portal (portal.issn.org) and its related services, i.e.

Directory of Open Access Scholarly Journals, Enhanced Transfer Alerting System and Keepers Registry. 

About Springer Nature 

For over 175 years Springer Nature has been advancing discovery by providing the best possible service

to the whole research community. We help researchers uncover new ideas, make sure all the research

we publish is significant, robust and stands up to objective scrutiny, that it reaches all relevant

audiences in the best possible format, and can be discovered, accessed, used, re-used and shared. We

support librarians and institutions with innovations in technology and data; and provide quality

publishing support to societies. 

As a research publisher, Springer Nature is home to trusted brands including Springer, Nature

Portfolio, BMC, Palgrave Macmillan and Scientific American. For more information, please visit

springernature.com  and @SpringerNature

“The ISSN Network is the interface between the publishing community and the library and content

provider communities. Our cooperation with a major global publisher like Springer Nature through the

timely exchange of metadata greatly improves the relevance of our information services on the ISSN

Portal”, says Gaëlle Béquet, Director of the ISSN International Centre.

Rembert Wohlers, Data Manager, Springer Nature commented : ‘We are proud to have worked with

the ISSN International Centre, with the support of the German ISSN Centre to initiate a new and

unique workflow of ISSN assignments. As an international publisher, we can handle numerous ISSN

application workflows with different national ISSN Centres, depending on the place of publication.

This can be time-consuming. The new centralized process streamlines that workflow ensuring,

collectively, we can deliver a more efficient process out to the community.”

http://www.issn.org/
http://www.issn.org/the-centre-and-the-network/members-countries/the-issn-network-today/?lang=en
https://www.springernature.com/gp
https://twitter.com/SpringerNature

